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Odournet group

Experience – Locations - Quality

• Odournet is the largest specialist consultancy
specialised on odour testing and can rely on
30 years of specialist experience with
practical knowledge from thousands of
studies in all relevant sectors.
• Odournet employs about 50 highly qualified
specialists on products and materials testing,
distributed in 6 odour sensory laboratories
and a molecular chemical analysis lab.
• Our labs are distributed across Europe, Asia
and Latin America, allowing intercultural
sensory testing under a standardised quality
management and repeatable test conditions.

Fields of Activities
>>> SENSENET
ORANGE: Product and material testing
interbranch activities of product and material testing (automotive,
consumer goods, deodorant, hygiene products, textile etc.)

>>> ODOURNET
GREEN: Environmental odour management
emission and immission measurement of environmental odours

Olfaction a fantastic sense
but complex

Some figures about olfaction…

Olfaction a sense long ignored,
but in 2004, the Noble Price for Medecine is awarded to Linda Buck & Richard Axel, for
their work on olfaction: discovery of the largest gene family, and understanding of the

mechanism of olfaction

There is no specific relationship between a molecule and a receptor but a
combined response of several receptors specific to each molecule.

Olfaction a sense linked to our memory
• Smells and memory are processed in the same parts of the brain: e.g.
hippocampus
• The memories associated with the smells are:
o More emotional
o Associated with a greater sense of time travel.
• The memories associated with smells are older and date from infancy
<to 10 years (Memorization of words and photographs = 11 to 20
years)

• Developed according to social, cultural, economic position.

Mauvaises odeurs ou fin mets ?

Why & how
measure odour ?

Why engage in Odour measurement ?
• To find out what makes a product attractive
•
•
•
•

Key attributes and their causality; molecules
Interactions between all sensory attributes
Understanding memory associations and emotions
Understanding the cultural component

• To determine if unwanted smells are absent in my product :
• Automotive parts, packaging, known taints (geosmine, boar taint, cork)
• Smell counteractants (active textiles, paints, interior decoration products, adhesives etc)

• Or if positive smells are present in my product
• Product formula preference tests
• Optimising intensity/formula
• Claim substantiation

• To find causes of off flavour or off-note smell
• To know what are the key molecular determinants of the product smell
• To optimise the affective value of my product
• Subtract a molecular component
• Add a molecular component

• To evaluate the efficiency of additives as neutralizer or masking products

How ??

- GC-TofMS
- GC-Sniffing
- …

Sampling

Individual Testdesign
Sampling simulates the
use of the product

Analysis of product
performance

Highly individual

Highly standardized

Example of Sampling options:
In-Vivo application, Scent sampler
can be used on skin or hair.

LiGaVa, allows for transferring
liquids
into
gaseous
form,
Because time, volume stream,
temperature and amount of liquid
are all known variables, it is a
highly
standardised
odour
sampling system.

Emission in Nalophan® at Room Temperature or
climate chamber under precise test conditions.

Sensory analysis
Odour concentration - Quantitative analysis
• According EN 13 725, measurements done with 4 to 6
selected
and
trained
sniffers
and
Odournet
olfactometers

• Start below the odour threshold, gradually increase the
concentration until all panelists can perceive the odour
• 1 ouE is the amount of odorant(s) that, when
evaporated into 1 m3 of neutral gas at standard
condition, is detected by 50% of the panellists

• Odournet labs accredited for Odour concentration
analysis
Example of application: Odour level quantification of a product,
measurement of the persistence of perfume or also to determine
an odour threshold value.

Sensory analysis
Odour intensity

Level

Extremely strong

6

• Selection and training of panelists according EN 13725, VDI
3882 part 1 and ASTM E544

Very strong

5

Strong

4

• Usually 6 to 12 panelists, at least 8 according VDI 3882

Medium

3

• Measurement above the odour threshold

Weak

2

• Using of a PureSniff tool to standardized the headspace
presentation

Very weak

1

Not perceptible

0

Intensity –

Static quantitative analysis

Example of application: Evaluation of
deodorant/AP products performance (Sniff
tests), learning about direct perception of a
product, comparison of products (benchmark)

Sensory analysis

Hedonic tone

Level

Extremely pleasant

4

Very pleasant

3

Pleasant

2

• According to VDI 3882 part 2

Weakly pleasant

1

• Usually at least 15 naïve panelists

Neutral

0

Weakly unpleasant

-1

Unpleasant

-2

Very unpleasant

-3

Extremely unpleasant

-4

Hedonic tone – Qualitative analysis

• Using of a PureSniff tool to standardized
the headspace presentation

Example of application: learning about direct
perception of a product, comparison between
products (benchmark), validation of the liking
of a final product…

Hedonic tone scale

Sensory analysis
Odour descriptions – Qualitative analysis
Selected panelists are trained according a
referential which contains about 50 odorous
compounds of different families (sulfured, amine,
fatty, woody, fruity…), placed in visual structure. Our
methodology allows an odour characterization with
objective terms as we use molecule names of
referents.
Example of application: learning about direct
perception of a product, comparison between
products (benchmark), detection of off-notes…

Hedonic tone scale

Molecular analysis
GC-TofMS can be used to :
•

determine the chemical composition
headspace of gas, liquid or solid product,

of

the

•

measure the specific gas concentration of odorous
compounds,

•

measure compound in law concentration sub ppt (a
factor 10 to 100 lower than conventional GC-MS).

The odour potential of the compounds is characterized
by using our Odournet Library odour thresholds, based
on the literature review and on internal odour
thresholds.

Molecular analysis
GC-Sniffing combines high end separation techniques, with the human
nose as detector. GC Sniffing adds a dimension to the technique of GCTofMS: the odour description of the single components of a complex
mixture.

Case studies

Some definitions :
Neutralizer : intended to remove the odour present. There are mainly two types of
neutralizers, the first which allow the transformation of the odorant components by
chemical reactions and the second which allow a complexation of the odorant compounds
by action of surfactants.
Odour reduction : We talk about odour reduction when there is an effective lowering of
the odour level (intensity and / or odour concentration) by a mode of action that may be
neutralization but also absorption, adsorption or photocatalysis.
Masking products : Intended to replace the unpleasant present smell with a stronger and
more pleasant odour. The principle is to qualitatively change the perceived smell by
adding a more intense smell that will mask the initial smell

Evaluation of the efficiency of mineral agent to reduce sweat odour
Sampling protocol :
• Mineral powder ageant + synthetic sweat in Nalophan® bag –
2 and 24 hours at oven 32°C (skin temperature)
• Reference : Synthetic sweat Nalophan® bag
Choice of analyzes in Sensenet toolbox :
• Odour concentration

Results :

Evaluation of the efficiency of perfume to mask odours of capillary
products (ammonia, amine and sulfured compounds contains in formulas)
Sampling protocol :
• Capillary products applied on strand hair sampling with
Scent sampler

Choice of analyzes in Sensenet toolbox :
• Intensity
• Hedonic tone
• Odour description

Results :

Evaluation of the efficiency of activated carbon added in plastic to
reduce odours of « New » in car interiors
Sampling protocol :
• PVC particules in Micro-chamber at 40°C
Choice of analyzes in Sensenet toolbox :
• GC-Sniffing

Results :

Evaluation of the efficiency of activated carbon added wound
dressing to reduce injuries odours
Sampling protocol :
• Liquid solution of diethylamine in a specific test chamber
(EN 13726)
Choice of analyzes in Sensenet toolbox :
• Intensity
• Hedonic tone
• Odour description

Results :

Evaluation of the addition of masking product in liquid catalyst to
improve the operator comfort in foundries
Sampling protocol :
• Liquid catalyst with and without masking product vaporized
with LiGaVa
Choice of analyzes in Sensenet toolbox :
• Intensity
• Hedonic tone

Results :

Evaluation of perception differences between the addition of neutralizer
or masking agent during bitumen production
Sampling protocol :
• Bitumen with and without neutralizer or masking product in oven at
hight temperature
• Sampling of bitumen headspace and dilution > 500x to operators and
panellists safety reasons
Choice of analyzes in Sensenet toolbox :
• Odour concentration
• Intensity
• Hedonic tone
• Odour description

Results :

Conclusion
• Sensory analyzes allow to highlight perception differences in
products when making product or neutralizers are added
• Molecular analyzes allow to highlight composition differences
in products with neutralizer
• Sensory and molecular analyzes allow to claim odour reduction
or improvement of the global perception

Thank you for your attention
Need to know more?
Our expert Charlotte Tournier, Head of Sensenet
France, is ready to answer your questions.
ctournier@sensenet.net/ t: +33 2 99 50 17 95

